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Abstract 
In contemporary education an interest on musical creativity and improvisation has steadily increased. Music indeed 
offers exceptional opportunities to develop and maintain individual potential. Music education  as an environment 
and a form of activity  is appreciated as a comfortable and effective ground for studying self-expression. 
 
In this article I apply some popular views on improvisation and team work to fundamental music teacher education. I 
introduce demonstrative examples that reflect jazz history and practice. In addition, I present exercises that rebuild a 
connection to creativity and discuss my experiences of this material with different student groups. 
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1. Introduction 
Abilities to transcend conventional ideas and conceive original ones (i.e., creativity) and to conduct 
and finish actions in the moment, without previous preparation (i.e., improvisation) are today in high 
demand. It seems that even in pedagogical fields that conventionally have not focused on fostering 
individual potential that much (e.g., classical music pedagogy), teachers are nowadays involved in 
achieving and deploying skills on improvisation. Within business world ingenuity and ability to design 
new concepts are now nurtured on all levels reaching from the top management to rudimental tasks and 
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responsibilities. This latter development has indeed produced quickly some exciting conceptualizations of 
innovation processes (e.g., Gray et al. 2010 and Sherwin 2010). 
Music teacher education is not isolated from this development. Contemporary music teaching engages 
everyone to study and employ creative skills. Personal resources, originality, and immediacy are a natural 
catalyst to multicultural and pluralistic teaching that aims to sustainable development. Musical 
improvisation (for interesting descriptions of its more popular manifestations see Bailey 1993) is among 
the safest and most inspiring environments where students can focus on refreshing a connection to their 
individual competence and resources. Also tolerance and acceptance of mistakes and insecurity, for 
example, can be comfortably developed through music. 
Jazz improvisation (for a description of its characteristics see Berlin 1994 and Gridley 1997) and group 
interaction have for long been acknowledged as models for organizational learning (Barrett 1998) and 
modern team management (Scheer 2007). More recently also aspects of classical music improvisation 
(that typically focuses on variation, ornamentation, and solo cadenzas) have successfully been connected 
to, for example, cognitive psychological theories on learning, memory, and expertise (Berkowitz 2010). 
Pedagogical reflections and applications of jazz history and tradition that are targeted to wider audiences 
seem to limit the discussion to the most obvious examples, such as 
from 1959. In this article I introduce some more profound and illustrative references to jazz history and 
practice. language cognition while introducing exercises 
that activate individual potential. 
2. Research Characteristics and Method 
Some years ago I set my goal to find fresh, motivating, and communicative ways to introduce 
improvisation to students who have only modest experience and knowledge (i.e., little or no formal 
education) in music. I also wished to design simple exercises that demand no musical or artistic skills but 
effectively and safely familiarize people with their creative potential. I had naturally finished and 
employed such material earlier. I had however become critical with this previous material: It did not seem 
to successfully deliver my message. My previous material frequently referred to acoustic modern jazz (of 
the 1950s and 1960s, for example). Among students without any jazz listening experience, this type of 
music is frequently seen as challenging or too complicated. I realized that I had to find references that 
would be more attachable. I also needed simple exercises that would help students to internalize fast the 
desired information. 
I researched, developed, and tested my following examples and exercises as part of my teaching for 
four years (2009 2012). Major parts of this piloting I conducted while teaching music education at the 
University of Turku and University of Helsinki. Within these institutions I collected feedback for my 
material from approximately 300 teacher students. I also adapted my material in special bowed string 
instrument improvisation classes of my own design at the Sibelius Academy (Helsinki). These classes 
were targeted to classical string students who had a strong musical background and high-level instrument 
technical skills but typically no previous experiences in improvisation. Furthermore, I employed my 
material while consulting different business team managements. Within these latter environments I 
collected feedback from approximately 100 students or high-level business managers altogether. 
I collected feedback in various ways, according to time limits and preferences of 
collaboration: eedback. Some groups wished to give 
only verbal feedback. There was thus rarely a chance to collect feedback in a formal fashion, as a paper or 
digital inquiry. During the process it occurred that when the material I had designed appeared to work 
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well, it stimulated immediate and direct discussions in and with the student groups. Therefore I soon 
stopped trying to collect feedback as formal inquiries: An opportunity to share verbal, instant reflections 
appeared to inspire students more than any questionnaire. In a shared feedback discussion (typically after 
a class, lecture, or consulting session) I gained enough views for my material. These discussions did not 
only acknowledge those aspects of my material that appeared to work well but also brought up several 
problems and misconceptions. From the discussions I could frequently gain valuable constructive insights 
and ideas. 
My study most resembled what is commonly known as action research. In action research, researchers 
typically focus on their own practice and attempt 
and thereby become research- en 
practical in nature and its research goals can differ considerably from the ordinary, more conventional 
scholarship. 
The action research process usually forms and follows a continuous cycle of planning, acting, 
evaluating, and reflecting. From the aspec
research principles, my research, for instance, integrated research and action (e.g., studying jazz and 
popular music history), involved the development of knowledge and understanding of change (through 
the feedback I gained), involved higher level reflexivity and sensitivity to my role in the process, involved 
exploratory engagement with a wide range of existing knowledge and sources, and located the 
examination in an understanding of its historical context. Action research typically features systematic 
ideas and practices with implications for actions 
or activity. In this case my research emphasized piloting my new material, reevaluating it in the light of 
the collected feedback, and making pedagogical adjustments, modifications, or improvements. The 
research I conducted for this article thus reflected all the above described characteristics. 
My following examples and exercises are targeted to fundamental music teacher education. However, 
the feedback I gained from business managers (who typically had no experience in musical improvisation 
but were motivated to develop and engage creativity within their teams) suggest that my material can also 
be of benefit outside the music (teacher) education system and within non-musical environment. 
3. Self-hood and Team work 
Music is often referred to as a language that can easily cross borders. For certain musical 
communication is at least potentially universal, since it does not necessarily involve the usage of words. 
In this respect, music can be seen as a field where cultural references appear less frequently than, for 
example, in linguistic communication. Since music may convey less cultural references than spoken 
language it can be seen as a relatively neutral ground for reflecting and studying self-hood (for detailed 
studies on this see Kurkela 1994 and Sudnow 1993). In this respect, especially musical improvisation 
carries enormous possibilities for developing communication and personal expression (see for example 
Werner 1996). 
nature through which the finite becomes infinite and the elements of the everyday can be constantly 
combined into new wholes greater  
Beside individuality also abilities to work in a group are commonly appreciated. When discussing and 
improving team work methods, for example Barrett (1998), Weick (1998), McKnight and  Bontis (2002), 
and Scheer (2007) refer to a (small) jazz group as a model or example of beneficial, progressive, and self-
place. Barrett and Scheer, apply jazz aesthetics and group policy especially in business-oriented problem 
solution, management, and organizational learning. Boynton and Fischer (2005, 125 146) focus on 
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trumpeter Miles Davis and his exceptional capabilities in leading talent with trust in their illustrative 
presentation and discussion of virtuoso teams. 
skills guided him through a series of innovations that are widely acknowledged by jazz historians and 
professional musicians of today. 
In the following, I elaborate the aspects of self-hood and team work as related examples of recorded 
music and music documentary. I first introduce material that draws from a heavy metal group Metallica 
and then introduce my  legacy. Next I elaborate the subject with examples from jazz-
rock band Weather Report and jazz vibraphonist Stefon Harris. In order to formalize an example selection 
that communicates with a larger audience and diverse musical backgrounds and tastes, I draw from 
relatively different musical styles (i.e., heavy metal, acoustic modern jazz, and electric jazz-rock fusion). 
4. Equalization of a Creative Process and Channeling Emotions 
Metallica started as an alternative, relatively marginal heavy metal group in the early 1980s. In the 
1990s Metallica brought its music closer to the mainstream of rock, thus securing sold-out stadium tours 
and steady record sales. The group has sold approximately 60 million albums (http://www.riaa.com/ 
goldandplatinum.php?content_selector=top-selling-artists). In 2004 Metallica finished and released a 
documentary film Some Kind of Monster of a major creative crisis it suffered around 2002 and 2003. This 
crisis was based on several matters: The group was going through a difficult personnel change and some 
members had to cut their alcohol and drug addiction. Simultaneously the group was under pressure of 
developing new musical material since its sales were endangered due a longer pause in album production. 
The film presents Metallica openly studying its history and exploring new working methods with the help 
of a psychotherapist. 
Some Kind of Monster offers illustrative views to issues  line 
includes parts where Metallica realizes that instead of relying on the leadership of dominating 
personalities it has to learn to work together anew, as a more democratic unit. First the group analyzes its 
past and sets earlier working methods under constructive criticism (2004, 
decides to allow all band members to take part in creative processes and learns to respect and support 
impulses of all kinds. The film shows the group attempting to write song lyrics together and letting also 
its record producer involve himself in rehearsing and recording. Results of this kind of experimenting are 
celebrated in various forms. The success is first reported as enthusiastic individual verbal remarks and 
enthusiastic promotional performances of a 
new creative product, the album St. Anger (released in 2003). Along the process, the group members 
elaborate on, for example, how difficult it is to maintain creativity under the pressure of worldwide 
 
 film is an interesting visualization on the challenges of maintaining 
individual potential in a group  The creative processes must be equalized. An 
open atmosphere and environment are elementary for impulses and ideas. 
Trumpeter Miles Davis was one of the most influential musicians of the 20th century. In addition to his 
acknowledged musicianship, he initiated several style chances in jazz. He is acknowledged at least as the 
originator of cool and modal jazz expression and a significant catalyst in the fusion of jazz and rock. 
Davis was frequently seen as an extraordinary band leader. His ability to closely listen to his musicians 
repeatedly inspired them to exceed their established talent and skills. (For more details  various 
achievements see Carner 1996.) 
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In popular jazz media especially but in some research as well (e.g.,  
trust on his musicians and stimulating leadership are repeatedly referred to when team work is discussed. 
Typically the making of the album Kind of Blue (1959) is employed as an example of an outstanding 
artistic effort where minimal preparations and rehearsing lead to amazing results (see Kahn 2001). Scheer 
(2007) employs this particular album as an example of successful artistic cooperation that conveys 
elements applicable to business management. 
 recorded output includes moments that shed more light on the exceptional team work his bands 
were capable of. His famous quintet of the 1960s, for instance, contributed on studio and live albums 
improvisations that are today regarded among the highest achievements of modern acoustic jazz (see 
Waters 2011) My Funny Valentine 
(recorded in 1964) offers a major example of channeling negative emotions into touching musical 
expression. 
The background of this sophisticated recording is well documented (see Davis & Troupe 1990, Deffaa 
1992, and Szwed 2002). Just before entering the stage that night  went through a heavy 
argument on money (Szwed 2002, 244). The atmosphere in the backstage was highly negative, near to a 
fight. Despite the extremely charged instants that preceded the concert (that would typically do serious 
damage to or ruin any musical performance), this particular concert opens with a warm and 
sophisticated ballad interpretation. The very first minutes of the live recording (The Complete Concert 
1964, track 2) demonstrate in a distinguished fashion how Davis and his musicians were able to turn 
tensions and possible anger into playing that has then been canonized among the greatest moments in 
jazz. Davis  That one 
evening in 1964 his talented sidemen (for more information on them see Davis & Troupe 1990, 261 272) 
made their 
creating beauty instead. 
5. Collective Creativity and Reacting to Mistakes 
Miles Davis is an outstanding reference in regard to creativity, improvisation, and team work. 
group expression difficult to understand. Therefore it is necessary to try to find references that appear to 
be less challenging. More recent jazz history and contemporary contributions offer some exciting 
examples. 
Weather Report was one of the most successful jazz groups of the 1970s and 1980s. Its achievements 
are still celebrated in various tributes. Barrett (1998) and Scheer (2007) do not mention Weather Report
practice and accomplishments when they investigate 
initiatives. Weather , however, is known to convey some extraordinary qualities in 
these respects. When grou  
unique artistic agenda, he repeatedly implied that all members were allowed to contribute to a 
performance simultaneously as a soloist and accompanist. usicians were liberated 
from the conventional roles that their instruments suggested (e.g., the bass player should support the 
harmony in a lower register, a melody instrumentalist should perform solos in an upper register, a 
harmony instrumentalist should fill the gap between, etc.). Often ollowed no 
established solo sections or turns, like is common in a conventional jazz performance. This Weather 
Report  unique practice has made it one of the most acknowledged jazz teams. (For detailed studies on 
the group see Glasser 2001 and Nicholson 2000). 
Weather Report was exemplary in taking risks in order to achieve greater synergy. In this group all 
members frequently both supported and challenged a performance with continuous flow of ideas and 
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stimulus. Immediacy was accepted and celebrated. This amazing team work type and its output were 
appreciated by audiences all around the world.  albums and live performances were artistically 
and commercially very successful (ibid.). 
Dream Clock  Night Passage album  is a sophisticated 
example of the above described cooperation (1980, track 2). In this performance the conventional roles of 
the instruments are continuously neglected and innovative combinations are presented instead: The bass 
part is not performed on the bass guitar but on keyboards or tenor saxophone. The bass again is applied as 
a melody, harmony, or rhythm instrument. On Dream Clock, bassist Jaco Pastorius employs his 
instrument in an outstanding artistic fashion. In addition to conventional accompanying, he occupies his 
bass for playing artificial harmonics, chords and harmonies (i.e., second voices), percussive sounds, and 
melody lines. 
When studying Dream Clock with my students I have noticed that some younger representatives of a 
student group much faster than, for example, to above 
jazz group. I have gained comments that frequently acknowledge the 
ambience and 
introduction in Dream Clock It occurs to me that the 
use of electronic instruments and sound processing presumably  very 
approachable and also relatively appealing ance on electric bass guitar communicates 
directly even with an audience that has little experience in listening jazz. 
My last, most recent example is a video clip by jazz vibraphonist Stefon Harris and his group. On a 
clip entitled There Are No Mistakes on the Bandstand (2011) Harris focuses on two important questions: 
What is the meaning of a mistake and how do we perceive a mistake? Harris and his group demonstrate 
these matters in their musical improvisations. These demonstrative performances are of top quality, and 
-prepared and communicative. In this clip Harris argues that a 
potential mistake is always depended on how the environment relates to it. A potential mistake 
(demonstrated by the group as a clash in harmony) will stand out from the background only if it receives 
ambivalent or ignorant reactions. Harris explains that actually many actions are perceived as mistakes 
simply because they do not gain an appropriate, creative treatment. In order to demonstrate this statement, 
Harris and his group show how a potential musical mistake can be altered to a progressive impulse when 
it is acc  
audiovisual 
presentation delivers effectively its message: Some students have said that the clip increases confidence 
 also ignites an immediate desire to try improvisation. The clip does not 
call any previous education in or knowledge of jazz expression but communicates well also with students 
that are not familiar with this particular musical idiom (i.e., acoustic modern jazz)  is 
thus direct and rewarding. 
rebuilding a belief to their ideas. 
6. Three Fundamental Improvisation Exercises 
It is elementary to learn to appreciate and recognize original input. It should be acknowledged in 
various activities and especially within music teacher education. Creative impulses are not meaningful 
only for personal development but also for a team that works together. When discussing 
individual potential it is elementary to demonstrate how it can be quickly approached. In the following I 
introduce three fundamental improvisation exercises I have designed for this purpose. I piloted these 
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exercises for four years in my diverse pedagogical commitments. I gained them mostly verbal (however 
often enthusiastic and excited in-the-moment) feedback. According to the feedback, these exercises are 
effective in maintaining a connection to creativity. 
When introducing improvisation to students, who have limited or no experience in it, I find it 
elementary to begin with an exercise that gives an immediate sensation of success. Jazz composer and 
bassist Charles Mingus often stated that one cannot improvise on nothing but has to improvise on 
something (Kernfeld 1997, 119). Keeping this carefully in mind I have designed a verbal improvisation 
exercise I call based on the presumption that it is often more comfortable to first 
follow and vary a given example than conduct straight a plain improvisation. 
At the beginning of  late to a class and 
explain a teacher that you were delayed since you could not catch the bus you expected but had to reach 
. Next I request students to interpret this story line in 
sentences, now however making it personal. I recommend them to alter and elaborate it a little, to add 
small variations to the contents. In this exercise the goal is to realize that anybody can improvise on 
spoken language and that even a simple story can be easily made interesting and particular if, for instance, 
minor elements of drama or humor are adapted to it. A relaxed, general discussion that reflects the 
similarities between music and language cognition can accompany this first exercise. The discussion can 
nstrate 
that musical and linguistic spontaneous generation (i.e., musical improvisation and speaking) share 
overlapping neural substrates (2010, 151). 
is exercise, students 
work in pairs (of two students). Each pair receives a large blank page and a few crayons. Pairs then begin 
to create a drawing together, taking short drawing turns that last approximately 15 30 seconds each. All 
right-handed must employ their left hand and vice versa. Pairs may informally comment their work while 
drawing. They can also verbalize a description of their product or choose a striking title for it. 
This second exercise can be repeated and varied. First the drawing can be abstract, the second time 
figurative. In this exercise students should realize that it is easy to improvise when the outcome does not 
have to represent anything in particular and that anybody can quickly finish a relatively interesting 
abstract visual product. This exercise also demonstrates some fundamental aspects of creative team work. 
It manifests, for instance, how people can  original ideas and impact. This 
exercise also appears to work well in music classes, as a warm up for the first musical improvisations. 
The third exercise already includes some music making. However, in this musical improvisation 
exercise the goal is not play right but wrong. This means, students are encouraged to make dissonant 
chords and sounds, broken rhythms and melodies, etc. Consequently the exercise is 
This exercise is always successful if students are given an odd selection of instruments that 
they have never played or seen before and presumably do not know how to use. It is not of great 
significance what kind of instruments are at hand. Still, my piloting suggests that ethnic and effect 
instruments usually guarantee pleasant auditory surprises. In order to engage an illusion of a performance, 
one student (or the teacher) should take the role of an accompanist. The accompanist creates a pedal point 
for the improvised solos (e.g., softly plays a sustained interval of perfect fifth on piano in a lower 
register). The solos (that are supposed to sound bad if not terrible) are performed in turns, each lasting a 
minute or two. 
This exercise typically generates plenty of well-intentioned laughter and joking. While it is fun to 
perform on an unfamiliar instrument without any chance to rehearse, it is also exciting and liberating to 
try to play wrong. Often students realize that some of the music that was supposed to sound bad reminds 
contemporary classical music or free jazz. This recognition usually encourages trying again. The second 
attempt frequently fails to sound any worse but leads students to improvisation that sounds more musical 
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and sting, at this point students typically internalize that our perception of a 
potential mistake and reactions to errors make a big difference. This realization can be completed in 
group disc essence and meaning are invented and 
studied. If students have some musical education and can play a musical instrument, I often adapt my 
three-step approach to free musical improvisation as the next step. I have presented this particular 
approach in two recent online articles (see Poutiainen 2011A and B). 
The above three fundamental exercises demonstrate important elements of the improvising mind and 
creativity mistake perception and team work. They also lead them to 
study how an improvised performance differs from a prepared one. In improvisation, events are typically 
both initiated and unfold in front of the audience. This type of creative activity sets an interesting 
indeed a quintessential adaptive behavior if an organism is to survive in an environment constantly in 
 In this regard, improvisation can be seen as a natural stimulus that should be more 
frequently utilized especially inside our fast developing and changing education system. 
7. Conclusion 
es 
over 40 brain regions (Berkowitz 2010, 143). Improvisation surely is an engaging and evoking form of 
human creativity. Improvisation also teaches us how to dynamically negotiate towards a personal or 
shared goal. 
It is important to learn to appreciate and support others  impulses and accept them as equally original 
input. Any group that wishes to initiate new ideas should learn to tolerate unexpected, momentary disturb. 
Often it is elementary to allow a temporal disorder to appear when fresh perspectives are researched and 
tested. Unfortunately, present day education system does not always support the creativity in us but 
prefers to build formal, controllable learning and teaching environments. Indeed it is sometimes quite a 
challenge to maintain a connection to our individual potential within formal settings. 
According to the action research I conducted for this article, my above auditory and audiovisual 
examples communicate well the necessity and ideals of individual potential to a student group. The 
fundamental exercises again demonstrate and emphasize the  message. My experience suggests 
that most students are seriously interested in studying creativity, improvisation, and related skills. Their 
feedback implies that my examples and exercises provide an inspiring and comfortable ground for 
approaching these matters. 
When the door has once been (re)opened for original impulses and actions, there are many musical 
ways to continue. Music class is among the safest environments for further studies since in principle the 
musical surroundings and education support immediacy, impulsiveness, and colorfulness. With a small 
effort and imagination any voice should reach its individual character, comfortably find its time and place 
 and stay creative. 
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